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Abstract  

The tremendous increase in the quantity of text requires an improved mechanism to extract the 

information quickly and effectively. It is very difficult for human beings to manually extract 

the summary of every large documents. Moreover, the searching for relevant documents from 

the number of documents available, and finding relevant information is also difficult. The 

automatic text summarization can solve this issue by identifying the most important meaningful 

information in a document or set of related documents and compressing them into a shorter 

version preserving its overall meanings. Considering this, ImageCLEF organizes MEDIQA-

SUM task which is related to automatic text summarization. This paper concentrates on 

Dialogue2Topic summarization, a part of MEDIQA-SUM task. For this, two models are 

developed using SVM with TF-IDF and RoBERTa. From the results, it has been inferred that 

RoBERTa models achieved an highest accuracy of 0.765. 
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1. Introduction 

The text summarization reduces the time and effort required to read and analyse complex and 

lengthy documents. Moreover, the summarization gives the clear picture about the overall inference 

about the document in short duration of time. The text summarization plays a major role in medical 

field because it saves the quality time and provides future references for doctor and clinicians. The 

applications of text summarization include, Diaogue2Note summarization, Dialogue2Topic 

summarization, patient-specific text summarization, data-to-text summarization of patient records, etc. 

Hence, ImageCLEF [1] contribute to the text summarization field by conducing the MEDIQA-SUM 

task in this year. The MEDIQA-SUM task concentrates on Diaogue2Note summarization and 

Dialogue2Topic summarization task [2]. 

The Dialogue2Topic summarization task can be performed using machine learning techniques, 

deep learning techniques, transformer based pre-trained models. The different machine learning 
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techniques are, Support Vector Machine [3], Random forest [4] and decision tree [5]. The different deep 

learning techniques are Multi-Layer perceptron [6] and ConceptNet [7]. The different transformer based 

pre-trained models are BERT[8] and RoBERTa [9]. Among these techniques, SVM and RoBERTa are 

used in this paper for text classification because of the following reasons. They are, (i). Able to handle 

high dimensional data and ability to perform better with small datasets (ii). Generte representative word 

embedding that capture the unique characteristics of the text. Hence, in this paper, SVM and RoBERTa 

is used to generate classification model. 

The remaining part of the paper spans across following subsections. In Sect. 2, ImageCLEF 

MEDIQA-SUM 2023 task and its dataset are discussed.  In Sect. 3, the design of the proposed model 

and its implementation are explained. A brief summary about the results obtained and the performance 

evaluation are given in Sect. 4 with a conclusion at the end. 

2. Task and Dataset Description 

In this section, three sub tasks of MEDIQA-SUM 2023 and given datasets are discussed. The three sub 

tasks includes, Dialogue2Topic classification,  Dialogue2Note Summarization  and Full-Encounter 

Dialogue2Note Summarization. 

2.1. ImageCLEF MEDIQA-SUM 2023 task 

ImageCLEF, a part of Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum is conducting tasks related to 

the medical domain since 2018. The ImageCLEF MEDIQA-SUM task focuses on the automatic 

summarization and classification of doctor-patient conversations through three sub tasks. 

In sub task A (Dialogue2Topic Classification), the topic associated with section header is identified 

based on the conversation snippet between a doctor and patient. The section headers will be one of 

twenty normalized common section labels namely, family history, history of present illness, past 

medical history, chief complaint, past surgical history, allergy, review of systems, medications, 

assessment, exam, diagnosis, disposition, plan, emergency department course, immunizations, imaging, 

gynecologic history, procedures, other_history and labs. 

In sub task B (Dialogue2Note Summarization), the conversation between a doctor and patient is 
summarized and produced a clinical note section. The sub task C (Full-Encounter Dialogue2Note 
Summarization) is similar to sub task B. But in sub task B, given a full encounter conversation between 

a doctor and patient, participants are asked to generate full clinical note summarizing the conversation. 

2.2. ImageCLEF MEDIQA-SUM 2023 datasets 

The MEDIQA-SUM 2023 task consists of three sub tasks namely, sub task A, sub task B and sub 

task C.  The conversational snippet , section header and section text in each sub tasks are given in Table 

1. Each sub tasks consists of training set, validation set and test set.  

Table 1 
Dataset description for MEDIQA-SUM 2023 task 

Task Input/Output Training Set Validation Set Test Set 

Sub task A #Conversation 
snippet 

1201 100 198 

#Section header/ 
labels 

20 20 - 



Sub task B #Conversation 
snippet 

1201 100 200 

#Section text 1201 100 - 
Sub task C #Conversation 

snippet 
67 20 40 

#Section text 67 20 - 

3. System Design 

The system design of the proposed models for sub task A are shown in Figure 1 and 2. This model 

is developed based on the conversation snippet (dialogue conversion between doctor and patient) in the 

training set and, the generated model is validated by predicting the label (ie., section label) for the test 

set.  

In Figure 1, the conversation snippet and section label  in the  training set is tokenized into collection 

of words. These words are converted into a matrix of TF-IDF features using TF-IDF vectorization. This 

feature matrix are regularized by factoring a feature matrix into three matrices   𝑈,  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉. Then 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used to generate the classification model based on these feature 

vector in the training phase. Finally, the generated model is validated by predicting the section label for 

the conversion snippet in the test set. 

 

Figure 1: System design of proposed SVM model (Run 1) 

In Figure 2, RoBERTa, classification model is used to predict the section label based on the 

conversion snippet. As RoBERTa is an pre-trained transformer based model, it supports tokenization,  

truncation and attention mask generation. The attention mask generation maintains the position of the 

padded indices so model understands which tokens should be attended. Based on the RoBERTa 

classification model, the model is generated for training set and validated for test set. The proposed 

architecture of RoBERTa is given in Figure 3. This architecture shows that RoBERTa processes the 

word, mask and type with respect to the ID. In RoBERTa architecture, last layer is freezes and appended 

with dropout, flatten and dense layer. 

 

Figure 2: System design of proposed RoBERTa model (Run 2) 



 

Figure 3: Proposed RoBERTa system architecture 

4. Experiments and Results 

The hardware and software required for the implementation of concept detection and caption 

prediction model includes, (i). Intel i5 processor with NVIDIA graphics card, 4800M at 4.3GHZ clock 

speed, 16GB RAM, Graphical Processing Unit and 2TB disk space, (ii). Linux – Ubuntu 20.04 

operating system, Python 3.7 package with required libraries like tensorflow, torch, sklearn, nltk, pickle, 

pandas, etc. 

The proposed model is executed on Dialogue2Topic Classification  dataset and the performance is 

analyzed using three different runs as given in Table 2, are: (i). SVM along with TF-IDF and truncated 

SVD for the given dataset (ii). RoBERTa classification model for three epochs (iii). Same as (ii) for 

eight epochs. 

Table 2 
Brief description about each runs 

Run Number Accuracy Run rank Code Status 

1 0.140 23 1 
2 0.740 7 1 
3 0.735 8 1 

 



Among the results, run2 obtained better performance value in terms of accuracy and it is italicized 

in Table 2. From run2, the early stopping with a patience of three epochs also achieved better 

performance value than eight epochs. The code status of all these runs are  one, which means code runs 

successfully and reproduces the similar results. 

In Dialogue2Topic classification  task, totally 11 teams were participated and 23 submissions were 
recorded. Among these, we have submitted seven successful submissions and achieved fourth rank  
among the participated teams and seventh rank in ImageCLEF 2023 MEDIQA-SUM task. The overall 
ranking achieved by top teams are listed in Table 3.  

 

Table 3 
Top ranking of MEDIQA-SUM 2023 task 

Team Name Accuracy Run Rank  Team rank Code Status 

Cadence 0.820 1 1 4 
HuskyScribe 0.815 2 2 5 
Trendence 0.800 3 3 1 
SSNSheerinKavitha 0.765 7 4 1 
SuryaKiran 0.735 8 5 1 
SSNdhanyadivyakavitha 0.720 10 6 1 
Ds4dh 0.710 11 7 1 
Uetcorn 0.710 11 8 1 
SKKU-DSAIL 0.700 13 9 1 
StellEllaStars 0.675 14 10 1 
MLRG-JBTTM 0.665 21 11 2 

5. Conclusion 

This paper describes an approach to solve the ImageCLEF MEDIQA-SUM 2023 task. In this task, 

we have developed two models for Dialogue2Topic summarization tasks using SVM with TF-IDF 

(run1) and RoBERTa (run2 and run 3). From the runs, it has been inferred that RoBERTa gives better 

results of 0.765 which lacks only by 5.5% interms of accuracy. In the future work, the performance can 

be improved by incorporating medical related  transformer based models. The overall performance can 

be improved by reducing the number of irrelevant dialogue in the conversation snippet, maintaining the 

number of epochs and minimum learning rate. 
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